Women with obstructive coronary artery disease (CAD) have poor outcomes relative to otherwise comparable men. More women than men die after a first myocardial infarction. Younger women (<55 years) have a particularly unfavorable prognosis after myocardial infarction relative to male counterparts. Mechanisms for these differential outcomes are unclear, but since younger women have worse pre-event health status versus men, including lower overall and mental health qualities of life, it is likely that the adverse condition begins long before the acute event.

Attention has increasingly focused on psychosocial or mental stressors as potential nontraditional CAD risk conditions. In the Psychophysiological Investigations of Myocardial Ischemia Study, we found that mental stress–induced ischemia predicted increased risk for all-cause mortality in patients with obstructive CAD and exercise-induced ischemia. In a cohort of women with symptoms and signs of ischemic heart disease (mean age 58 years) from the Women's Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation, mostly without obstructive CAD, we found associations between psychosocial factors and premature mortality. Over 9.3 years, the Spielberger Trait Anxiety Index and Beck Depression Inventory scores (hazard ratio 1.09, 95% CI 1.02–1.15, and hazard ratio 0.86, CI 0.78–0.93, respectively) and very good self-rated health (versus poor self-rated health, hazard ratio 0.33, CI 0.12–0.96) each independently predicted mortality risk. These results extend prior knowledge in female ischemic heart disease/CAD populations. Clearly, psychosocial factors link with adverse outcomes among women with ischemic heart disease, but how mental stress uniquely modulates the course of younger women remains unclear.

Physiology of Mental Stress in CAD

In CAD patients, mental stress is a well-described provocateur of ischemia. Mental stress increases myocardial oxygen demand. The physiologic response to mental stress encompasses an increased heart rate and often a peripheral vasoconstrictor response that increases left ventricular (LV) afterload. This is in contrast to physical exertion where a vasodilatory response predominates. In health, mental stress may have variable effects on cardiac output and is occasionally associated with a decline in LV ejection fraction. In CAD patients, a subset (20% to 70%) demonstrate a pronounced response, termed mental stress–induced myocardial ischemia (MSIMI), defined by left ventricular ejection fraction reduction ≥5%, new or worsening regional wall motion abnormalities, or new myocardial perfusion defects.

There is interest in MSIMI as a metric that may reveal an individual’s cardiovascular vulnerability to psychosocial or mental stressors. Ambulatory electrocardiographic analysis reveals asymptomatic ischemia in patients with MSIMI. Exercise testing, in contrast, does not appear to differentiate patients who experience ambulatory electrocardiographic abnormalities. Additionally, in younger CAD patients, MSIMI is significantly associated with angina frequency. MSIMI is associated with a more than doubling of risk for major adverse cardiovascular events, including mortality.

MSIMI in Women

Why women should have a propensity for mental stress ischemia, versus comparable men, is unclear. In this issue, Vaccarino et al investigate MSIMI in women with CAD and focus on younger women (<50 years). The prevalence of MSIMI was only about 1 in 6, which is less than previous reports. MSIMI frequency measured using quantitative automated analysis of perfusion defects was greater in women than in men. By visual analysis, which facilitates artifact recognition and may be more representative of clinical practice, sex-related differences in extent of MSIMI were still present.
Identifying an interaction between age and sex, the authors characterized higher levels of MSIMI in the young women. MSIMI occurred in one third of young women and was more frequent versus younger men and older women. Although these data should be approached cautiously because of the small size of the subgroup of young women, it is reassuring to note that a similar tendency was observed in the larger subgroup aged 51 to 60 years. These findings suggest that younger women may have a unique vulnerability to mental stress.

In these patients with MSIMI, it is tempting to simply dismiss the mental stress evaluation as a submaximal version of conventional stress. Ischemia with conventional stress testing was, in fact, more common and more extensive than MSIMI. However, unlike MSIMI, the sex-based differences with exertion were inconsistent when comparing quantitative and visual analysis results. Despite general concordance, ischemia with mental stress can occur independently of ischemia with exercise, and has been reported in 11% to 29% of cohorts. Others suggest that twice as many patients demonstrate MSIMI than with physical stress using echocardiographic criteria. Therefore, MSIMI is likely very different versus exertional ischemia.

These findings add to the limited knowledge on MSIMI in women. York et al reported MSIMI in about one third of patients, with no sex-based differences by visual analysis of nuclear perfusion studies. In contrast, as noted above, MSIMI occurred in over half of women evaluated using mainly echocardiographic criteria and was more frequent in women than men.

Techniques of MSIMI Assessment

In addition to unique study populations, differences in MSIMI across these studies may relate, in part, to the ischemia assessment modality. Nuclear perfusion studies yield lower rates of MSIMI than radionuclide or echocardiographic LV function studies. It is relevant to note that in prognostic assessments of MSIMI, functionally defined MSIMI correlates with adverse cardiovascular outcomes. However, when LV dysfunction results from stress, the term MSIMI may overstate the role of ischemia. There may be mechanisms that suppress LV function beyond limitations in myocardial flow. These include those precipitated by dynamic loading, neurohormones, metabolic effects, and inflammatory factors.

Nonobstructive CAD, the Stress Response, and Microcirculatory Dysfunction in Women

Recently, there has been considerable interest in the high and increasing prevalence of nonobstructive CAD among women (and men) with symptoms and signs of ischemic heart disease. Within this population, the phenotype characterized by coronary microvascular dysfunction has been associated with increased risk for adverse outcomes. This may also be a substrate for MSIMI as coronary microvascular dilatation is the normal response to mental stress. In contrast, in CAD patients studied during mental tasks, there is paradoxical constriction or failure to dilate in the microcirculation. Positron emission tomography studies also document reduced coronary flow reserve in these patients, which portends worsened cardiovascular outcomes.

The model of mental stress–induced microcirculatory dysfunction in MSIMI fits current understanding of symptomatic nonobstructive CAD in women. In the affected women, many of whom are younger (versus women with obstructive CAD), stress perfusion defects are provoked by pharmacologic vasodilators, even in the absence of flow-limiting epicardial disease. Nonexertional complaints are common. In women with so-called “normal coronary arteries,” abnormal brachial flow–mediated dilatation is 4 times more likely if MSIMI is detected. Clinically, we may be able to identify these women. Inadequate brachial flow–mediated dilatation has been linked to premature onset “hot flashes” in middle-aged women; the premature onset of vasomotor symptoms before menopause seems to identify a subgroup of younger-middle-aged women with higher CAD mortality.

Neurohormonal and hormonal responses to mental stress may further elaborate MSIMI. In addition to acute surges in epinephrine, the heart has its own endocrine functions effecting changes in the microcirculation and endothelial signaling. In addition, the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenocortical axis is activated. Release of cortisol and corticotropin-releasing hormone has systemic effects on inflammation, microcirculation, blood pressure, and platelet function. This complex combination of events ensures that hormonal milieu in situations of stress is not temporally confined to the actual stress event. Impairments in coronary endothelial function may linger 90 minutes after a mental stress event.

The observation of MSIMI in the stress laboratory likely underestimates mental stress in daily life. Repeated exposures to a mental or psychosocial stressor could potentiate microvascular dysfunction, resulting in a loss of vasoprotection from the endothelium. Situations of chronic mental stress, therefore, may result in chronic subclinical ischemia. Depressed states associated with mental stress also are associated with excess serotonin, a constrictor of coronary microvasculature.

Containing Risk in Young Women

Vaccarino and colleagues focused on young women with CAD who demonstrate a heightened ischemic response to mental...
stress stimulus. Why might young women be prone to MSIMI? Sex-specific hormones may be operative, including estrogen, progesterone, or absence of testosterone, and could be differentially modulating perception of stress or cardiovascular vulnerability. The propensity to MSIMI also may be psychosocial in origin, as these factors have been predictive not only of cardiovascular events but also risk factor development in women.5,24 Beyond traditional risk factor modification and antianginal therapy, there is no therapeutic silver bullet to treat either MSIMI or coronary microvascular dysfunction. However, identification of MSIMI has potential management implications in high-risk populations, but this requires further study. Treatments such as escitalopram, which impacts platelet agregability, or stress management techniques have emerged and target pathophysiological changes associated with MSIMI with negligible impact on exercise-induced ischemia.25 Some next steps are to further validate that young woman constitute a population highly vulnerable to mental stress from larger cohort data sets and assess the extent to which they benefit from stress mitigation strategies.
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